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THE UNA DE GATO GRANT IN
COLFAX COUNTY

MORRIS F. TAYLOR

of Colfax County is involved inextricably with the
Mexican land grants in northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado. And that evokes recollections of Manuel Armijo, who
as military and civil governor during most of the last decade of
Mexican sovereignty, approved of several grants south of the Arkansas River-the international boundary between Mexico and
the United States. The Maxwell (Beaubien. and Miranda), the
Las Animas (Vigil and St. Vrain), the Sangre de Cristo (Lee and
Beaubien), and two claims of Gervacio (Gervasio) Nolan have
been examined by historians. Another tract allegedly approved
by Armijo has received only fleeting mention. Its neglect is explained by its dismissal by an executive inquiry as a forgery; however, while the claim was being pressed, it was part of the historical
sequence. The story is a bit more than bizarre, and there is some
spin-off pertinent to the late Mexican and early American periods
in northern New Mexico.
The descriptive term una de gato (cat's claw) was given to the
black locust bush, which bears sharp thorns. As a place name in
Colfax County, it designates a stream with black locust thickets
along its course.! Official recognition of the alleged grant of that
name was bestowed by New Mexico Surveyor General James K.
Proudfit in 1874 when he recommended it for confirmation as
private land claim No. 94. 2
Attorney Samuel Ellison filed a claimon the tract for his client,
Manuel A. Otero, a legal representative of Salvador Vernal
(Bernal) and Tomas L6pez, the alleged grantees. s Otero was a
THE HISTORY
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member of a very distinguished territorial family-one brother
had been a member of the "Kearny Court" in 1846, while another
had been New Mexico's first delegate to Congress in 1855.4 Ellison, a Kentuckian veteran of the War with Mexico came to New
Mexico in 1848. He served the territory in several capacities and
became interested in land grants, especially the Canon de Chama. 5
The circumstances of Otero's acquisition of the Una de Gato
grant are vague. In the spring of 1873 William R. Morley, then
vice-president and executive officer of the Maxwell Land Grant
and Railway Company,6 was riding one day between Cimarron
and Rayado when he overtook another rider. The man said his
name was Gomez y Lopez, and he had been to the Colfax County
clerk to record papers of the Una de Gato grant. Morley had never
heard of it; therefore, his companion described it as being east of
Red River (the Canadian), embracing the Una de Gato Valley
and land southward to Chico Creek. When Morley pointed out
that his company claimed the Una de Gato Valley as part of the
Maxwell Grant, GOmez y Lopez replied that Thomas Benton
Catron, who was interested in both properties, assured him there
was no conflict. 7 Morley later found the Una de Gato grant duly
recorded in GOmez y Lopez's hand, because clerk John Lee could
not write Spanish well enough. It was dated April 3, 1873.8
Manuel A. Otero said he first heard of the Una de Gato grant
early in 1874, purchasing it from Jesus Maria Gomez y Lopez
that spring for an equivalent of $5,ooo-part in livestock, part in
groceries and "other things."9 The transaction probably was based
on the supportive opinion of Surveyor General Proudfit, although
his official recognition was not issued until July I 3. 10 The timing
is interesting because Jesus Maria Gomez y Lopez had been convicted in July at San Luis, Colorado, of forging title papers to
the so-called Zapato tract. Gomez y Lopez did not serve his threeyear term in the Colorado penitentiary because he escaped to New
Mexico, where extradition, if attempted, was not successful. l l It
is possible, of course, that Otero knew nothing of that aspect of
"
GO mez y Lopez
s career.
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And who was Jesus Maria GOmez y Lopez? Born about 1843,
the son of Antonio Matias Gomez, a former clerk of the ayuntamiento (town council) of Santa Cruz de la Canada to whom
Salvador Vernal and Tomas Lopez allegedly conveyed the Una de
Gato grant/ 2 Jesus Marfa said that he lived on the grant for some
time as a child, his mother dying there in 1852 and his father at
Anton Chico in 1858. His father had told him that the property
was part of a land grant, but he was too young to understand
fully. In the early 1860s he worked as a janitor in the surveyor
general's office at Santa Fe (an important circumstance in the
story of the Una de Gato); and in the latter part of the decade at
San Luis, Colorado, he was a school teacher and treasurer of
Costilla County.
Probably while in San Luis in 1870 or 1871, Gomez y Lopez
developed his interest in land grants, including his father's claim
across the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in New Mexico. Although
papers for the latter had been among his father's effects at Anton
Chico, according to Jesus Maria, a prolonged search found them
at Abiquiu. Some people found that very odd, and suspicion of
the New Mexico claim grew with Gomez y LOpez's conviction
of land grant forgery in Colorado.· His response apparently was
to claim that the convicted man was another of the same name.
At any rate, statements by him and others convinced Surveyor
General Proudfit of the authenticity of the documents despite
challenges to their credibility, the lack of an original petition,
assertions that Armijo's signatures were forged, and other peculiarities. 13
The Una de Gato matter was dormant following the 1874 investigation until Arkansas. Senator Stephen W. Dorsey tried to
obtain control of the grant in 1877. Outright ownership of thousands of acres of good range land with water holes made private
land claim No. 94 particularly attractive, whether of about fortyeight thousand acres per grantee (a total of twenty-two leagues)
as Manuel A. Otero saw it under Mexican law or for approximately
six-hundred-thousand acres as Dorsey insisted-a claim that reopened investigation and produced unusual results.

.
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Research on the two inquiries, resulting from the investigation
revealed, first of all, that an alleged order by Governor Armijo
on January I, 1839, directed the alcalde at Abiquiu to give possession to Vernal and Lopez at a place called the Una de Gato,
to the east of the Rio Colorado. The boundaries were described:
on the north Tinaja Hill and the Cola del Aguila (Eagle Tail
Mountain); on the west the Rio Colorado; an uncertain designation-the Chico Malpacios (malpais) Hills-on the south; and
on the east a line with Tinaja Hill and the malpais hills of the
Sierra Grande. 14 Very confusing is the vague reference to the
Una de Gato, because Una de Gato Creek was not within the
boundary calls or surveys of the grant. Perhaps there was an early
misunderstanding over place names. 15
Much of the 1874 testimony was aimed at showing occupancy.
Possession was given to Vernal and Lopez on July 4, 1839; one
witness, Bartolo Martin, said he went there with them later that
year, staying as a shepherd for about three years. If Martin's recollection was correct, then Antonio Matias Gomez did not move
his family there until more than a year after conveyance of the
property to him on December 29, 1839. It was largely a family
matter anyway; Tomas Lopez was Gomez y Lopez's father-in-law
and Salvador Vernal his grandfather. 16 Others gave supporting
testimony, and Antonio Matias Gomez later said he abandoned
the place in 1845 because of Ute Indian depredations. 17
In 1874 only one witness said anything about the papers pertaining to the Una de Gato, excepting Jesus Maria Gomez y
Lopez himself. Juan Pablo Madrid claimed to have taken the
Vernal and Lopez petition to Santa Fe, accompanied by another
man who actually presented it to Governor Armijo, who issued
a favorable decree the following day.ls
Stephen W. Dorsey's interest in the Una de Gato is obscure
in origin. Perhaps a Washington association with Stephen Benton
Elkin-s, delegate from New Mexico and well-known land grant
figure, started it. A map of Colfax County showing private land
claim No. 94 was a stimulant, but the mapmaker, deputy surveyor Lewis Kingman,t9 supposedly told Dorsey that the claim
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was a fraud. Kingman later said Thomas Benton Catron was the
chief influence on Dorsey to acquire the grant. Catron denied it,
insisting that Dorsey never really owned the Una de Gato, that
Manuel A. Otero was the sole claimant. 2o
At any rate, Senator Dorsey requested J. A. Williamson, commissioner of the General Land Office,to see thatno entries on the
Una de Gato were allowed; Dorsey cited Section 8 of the Act of
July 22, 1854, reserving from sale or other disposal all land grant
claims awaiting congressional action. In turn, the commissioner
ordered Henry M. Atkinson, who had succeeded Proudfit as surveyor general of New Mexico, to test the correctness of the alleged
boundaries, and, if approximately accurate, to direct the register
of the land office at Santa Fe to forbid entries. An agreementContract No. 8o-had been. made in August with deputy surveyors John T. Elkins (brother of Stephen Benton Elkins) and
Robert T. Marmon to survey the Una de Gato, the Maxwell, and
other grants. 21
First to be surveyed was the Maxwell in September and October
1877. Elkins and Marmon made its east boundary a straight line
somewhat east of the Red River, thereby eliminating the only
clearly described boundary (the west one) of the Una de Gato
grant, which called for "the Rio Colorado hills according to the
banks of theriver."22 Nothing indicates that anyone protested this
loss of land from the Una de Gato claiJ!1; perhaps an agreement
was reached between claimants beforehand.
During the Una de Gato survey in October and November,
the indefiniteness of the original boundary calls became all too
apparent, and Senator Dorsey expressed dissatisfaction to Commissioner Williamson, saying that surveying instructions were
erroneous. Most controversial was the southern boundary, which
Elkins and Marmon were told to identify according to the juridical possession-an order obviously difficult to fulfill. 23
The surveyors rail into trouble right away arid consequently
sought help from Jesus Silva of Rayado, who disclaimed any
knowledge of the Una de Gato but showed them the malpais pills
and Chico Creek, which he had known from childhood. His de-
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position really did not say much about the Una de Gato either
way.24
Taking the north bank of Chico Creek as the southern boundary
of the Una de Gato, the surveyors ran their line from its headwaters in the same northeasterly direction to some malpais hills
(west of Palo Blanco Mountain and southeast of Laughlin Peak),25
from which a line running northwesterly rather neatly hit Tinaja
and Eagle Tail mountains, the latter being the northwest comer
of the claim. Those lines conformed reasonably well with descriptions in the act of possession, with the common Una de Gato-Maxwell boundary on the west, and with the twenty-two leagues that
some people said was the allowable size of the grant under Mexican
law. 26
Senator Dorsey thought the topo,graphical map of Colfax County
(presumably the Kingman map) had the malpais hills in the
wrong place; in his judgment they were near the Sierra Grande,
which he saw as the northeast comer with the east line running
due south to the Don Carlos Hills (also malpais). His south line
proceeded westward to the Chico Hills, where Chico Creek flowed
into Red River. His revised boundaries (he rejected the Elkins
and Marmon north line also) enlarged the Una de Gato to approximately six-hundred-thousandacres and included his headquarters place, the Mountain Spring Ranch, which would have
been outside if the Chico Creek line were followed. 27
Elkins and Marmon, evidently under orders direct from the
General Land Office, modified the survey to Dorsey's contentions,
but Surveyor General Atkinson refused to accept it, even under
considerable pressure. Withholding approval in his annual report,
Atkinson simply noted that the field work cost was $1,476.95
for lines totalling ninety miles, sixty-one chains, and seventy links.
In his next report (1879) he expressed belief that the Una de
Gato was a forgery.28
..
Property owners in the vicinity had intimations by early summer of Dorsey's views, and a group of them moved to challenge
his assertions. The lead was taken by Lewis Kingman, who had
an interest in sheep on his brother's ranch just inside Dorsey's
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eastern line. On July 8 he wrote to Henry Arms, a sheepman on
the Rio del Llano (also rendered as Plano) and the Chico, southwest of Dorsey's place, alleging forgery and fraud. Arms sent the
letter to Washington, where on the strength of it, Commissioner
Williamson ordered a reinvestigation of the Una de Gato. A
public notice, dated November 28, 1877, over Surveyor General
Atkinson's signature called for an investigation during the period
January 2 through February 28, 1878, and appeared in the Cimarron News and Press. 29
EVidently Dorsey saw the Kingman-Arms correspondence after
the new investigation l1ad been announced, and he wrote to Atkinson supporting a thorough examination of the charges. Dorsey did
not originate the call for a reinvestigation, with which the Raton
Range credited him some years later. 30
The contestants employed Judge H. 1. Langan as counsel, and
Samuel Ellison represented the claimant. No direct testimony
was taken until February 12, and the investigation continued
until late in the year. 31
Some depositions were taken before the hearings opened in
Santa Fe. The earliest was dated January 28 and submitted by
William H. Meyer of Costilla County, Colorado, whose statements purported to show that Jesus Maria G6mez y Lopez had
forged most of the Una de Gato papers. He was county clerk
when Gomez y LOpez was convicted of forgery in another land
grant case, and he talked with him in jail while the latter awaited
transfer to the state penitentiary. According to Meyer, G6mez y
Lopez had forged papers for several grants, partiCularly mentioning title papers to the "Merced del Rito Colorado" (the gift or
grant on Red River). Apparently Gomez y Lopez used that name
for the Una de Gato. 32
There was a second deposition from Meyer; therefore, subsequent references to his statements will be based on both. When
asked how he obtained official paper, Gomez y Lopez replied that
he was working in the surveyor general's office when Santa Fe fell
in 1862 to the T exian Confederates, and in the confusion he
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picked up a lot of paper. Other sheets he had stolen from an old
man at Abiquiu, who was a former alcalde. These sheets of paper
were of a faded bluish color with water lines from top to bottom
and Spanish seals of the royal government in black ink on the
left margin. Gomez y Lopez said his forged papers brought from
$50 to $400 per grant. 33 Other testimony generally substantiated
that of Myers. 34
Elias Brevoort, a speculator and author of a promotional book
on New Mexico in 1874, testified in 1878 that Gomez y Lopez
offered him the Una de Gato papers for two or three thousand
dollars. 35 In addition to that and his sale to Otero, there was a
deed from Gomez y Lopez, dated March 31, 1874, to two men
in San Miguel County, New Mexico, conveying the Una de
Gato. 36
Interesting testimony came from the widely known frontiersman, Richens L. ("Uncle Dick") Wootton. He said he had
known the country since 1838 and told of stock ranches along
Red River and one at the mouth of Uii.a de Gato Creek. The places
and animals were owned by wealthy Mexicans from Taos, the
Rio Arriba country, and other parts of New Mexico. He had heard
of the grant, but the direction of his testimony was not in support
of the claim. He argued that with so much occupancy there could
have been no land grant, which would have tended to keep the
people out. Careful reading of Wootton's testimony reveals that
his references, with one exception on Red River, had nothing to
do with the grant itself.3 7 Wootton may have been less knowledgable of the country than he claimed.
Other antigrant witnesses took a different tack, stressing the
absence of settlement prior to the Civil War. A former free
trapper, Calvin Jones, had known the Una de Gato country since
1847 and had never heard of the grant before 1877. No one had
settled there, he claimed, prior to 1864, when Antonio Meloche
built the first house on what was public domain. Beginning with
Meloche, five settlers, who began their occupancies in 1864, 1867,
1868, and 1869 respectively, said they had taken up public land
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and had never heard of the Una de Gato grant before 1877 when
S. W. Dorsey claimed it. Of course, they had vested interests in
having the Una de Gato treated as public domain. 38
Manuel A. Otero's counsel, Samuel Ellison, tried to shore up
the 1874 progrant testimony. He called Pablo Dominguez, a
former second lieutenant and secretary in the civil and military
commander's department, who said he was there when Pablo
Madrid aild Domingo Fernandez presented the petition that Governor Armijo approved and sent to Manuel Garda de la Mora,
the alcalde. But- under cross-examination by Surveyor General
Atkinson, Dominguez said he never saw the papers that were in
an envelope, nor had he ever heard them read.
Dominguez spoke of staying one night with his friend, Salvador
Vernal, but he was unclear about the location of the house and
the boundaries of the grant, mentioning only the north and south
lines because their natural features were still visible in the gathering darkness. Then Juan de los Reyes Medina told of being present
when juridical possession was given. The alcalde joined the
others of his party at a place in the canyon of the Mora River
above Picuris Pueblo, and it was there that Reyes Medina first
met the grantees, Vernal and LOpez. The group of about fifteen
men rode to the grant, where they remained for about a month in
June or July I 839-he was not sure. They built a house of poles
(jacal or wickiup) on the north side of a stream five or six miles
east of Red River, two or three miles from the north boundary,
and some four miles from the east and south lines. Garda de la
Mora took two or three days to show the boundaries to the grantees
with Reyes Medina accompanying them only to the south line,
Chico Creek. 39
Indicating the boundary at Chico Creek seemed to support a
limited tract rather than the acreage that Senator Dorsey claimed,
but Surveyor General Atkinson thought the Una de Gato papers
were forgeries and regarded Reyes Medina's recollections as highly
questionable. He made his point by asking if Tomas Lopez had
one armor two. After hesitation Medina said two, which evidently
was the wrong answer. 40
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As their final rebuttal witness about occupancy of the tract, the
contestants brought in a prominent resident of the Rayado settlement which had been established in 1848 and which was a little
over twenty miles southwest from the area in question. Jesus
Abreu's knowledge dated from 1837, when, he said, there was no
settlement north of Las Vegas, except for one place near the later
site of Fort Union. Abreu saw nothing.in 1846 or 1847 when he
again passed through the region on the Mountain Branch of the
Santa Fe Trail. He would have known of any permanent settlement in the period 1839-60, except for 18p-56,when he was in
California. His certainty of no settlement was based on the active
Indian. hostility of the time. 41
Claimant's counsel quickly exposed the weakness of Abreu's
testimony, because he generalized from what he could see from
the Santa Fe Trail. Ellison also got Abreu to admit that there
could have been a settlement. Abreu toned down his assertion
about constant Indian harrassm~nt, saying that. itoccurred mainly
during the buffalo hunting season. 42 Abreu was not a very helpful
witness. As a matter of fact, neither were "Uncle Dick" Wootton
or Calvin Jones; although, of the three, Jones's testimony seems
the most reliable. A few years later Abreu, Jones, and Wootton,
along with Jesus Silva, were witnesses in the celebrated court
action to invalidate the patent to the Maxwell grant, but only
Calvin Jones continued in the role of witness for the contestantin that case the United States.government. 43
The other problem facing attorney Langan and the contestants
was to demolish the claimant's contention that the Armijo signatures were genuine. Three documents were under close scrutiny:
Exhibit 3 (the petition), Exhibit 4 (the grant), and Exhibit 5
(the act of possession).44 The petition was not among the papers
in 1874; when and where it was found is not a matter of record,
but there it was in the 1877 reinvestigation. Questions and
answers led to some rather absurd statements in explanation of
the calligraphic differences among them and in comparison with
Armijo's signatures on papers of other grants. Witnesses for the
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claimant previously had some personal association with the governor and presumably were competent to make judgments.
One Andres Tapia offered a practical reason for the discrepancies in signatures-namely, the difference in quill pens, especially after they had been mended. Pablo Dominguez had noted
that the governor's hand was tremulous the day after a drinking
bout, and in that condition he always grasped the pen higher up
than when he was sober. The witness also ventured to say that
differences could be detected between the U fia de Gato papers
and Armijo's signatures on papers of the Nolan No. 39 and the
Scolley NO.9, affixed when he was sober. 45
Juan Lopez, a former clerk in the military company at Santa
Fe during Armijo's regime, declared that Exhibits 3 and 4 bore
genuine signatures, and Ramon Sena y Rivera, Armijo's former
clerk and adjutant, agreed and added that the governor was drunk
when he signed them. The relationship between the governor's
state of inebriation and his handwriting was also attested to by
Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid, who had been Armijo's private secretary
for a year and five months. 46 But those witnesses had to admit
that they were not expert enough to detect skillful forgeries.
Former Lieutenant Dominguez also divulged that he never saw
the documents submitted to the governor. He took them on faith. 47
Counsel Langan presented a series of ~ritnesses, who testified
that the Armijo signatures on Exhibits 3 and 4 were forgeries. The
men were considered experts because they were in real estate promotion and, presumably, familiar with Armijo's signature. As we
have seen, Elias Brevoort had been approached by Jesus Maria
Gomez y Lopez; so had John Gwyn, an attorney with land grant
interests, and Santa Fe merchant Lewis Gold. 48 Lawyer Eugene
A. Fiske was formerly principal clerk for private land claims in
the General Land Office. J. Howe Watts, a Santa Fe banker, had
been a deputy surveyor, as had Lewis Kingman. In Atkinson's
judgment Fiske, Gold, Gwyn, and Watts could be viewed as
experts, but he described Brevoort, Kingman, Arms, and Abreu
simply as "respectable gentlemen."49
.Butattomey Langan did not rest his case on his witnesses and
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attacks on the credibility of the other side: The Una de Gato
papers showed other disparities-alterations of an astonishing
crudity-which, he argued, had, been made since the papers were
recorded in Colfax County in 1873. He felt thauhe act of possession was especially open to challenge. If erasures and changes
of dates were not enough to raise serious doubts, the paper used
for the alleged possession should remove all uncertainty about the
fraudulence of the grant. It bore the seals of Charles IV (17881808) and Ferdinand VII (1813-1833). 50
Neither Langan nor Atkinson would go. along with Ellison's
acceptance that Alcalde Garda de la Mora had used official paper
antedating establishment of the Republic of Mexico-paper probably stolen by Jesus Maria Gomez y Lopez. 51 Langan noted other
probabilities of fraud and forgery in the documents, and Atkinson
said he believed that the conveyance to Antonio Matias Gomez
also was forged. 52 But the above citations are sufficient to the purpose of this paper, and the reader should bear in mind that the
hearings were an executive inquiry and not a proceeding in a
court of law.
In his summary Ellison defended his witnesses and belittled the
opposition's tactic of comparing Armijo's signature on the Una
de Gato papers with that on other papers. And he emphasized
that the contestant's witnesses never knew Armijo nor saw him
sign' anything, pointing out that in England and in some of the
states the testimonies of Kingman et al. would have been admissible
.
only if there were no living witnesses who knew the signer.
From that fairly good start Ellison's line of argument took a
singular turn. His statement that the only evidence of forgery
was Armijo's signature elicited amazement, and then he dismissed
alterations in the documents as irrelevant, cynically suggesting
that perhaps Jesus Maria Gomez y LOpez saw errors that needed
correction. After that startling digression Ellison made a shrewd
point: that it was strange that Gomez y LOpez did not forge the
petition for the grant also. 53 In other words he focused on the fact
that Armijo's signature on the mysteriously recovered petition
was not strongly challenged by the contestants. Is it possible that
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the petition was valid, while the other papers were forged by
GOmez y LOpez? It would seem so.
Ellison closed his presentation with a technicality, saying that
there really was no authority to reopen the case while it was pending before Congress. A precedent in support of the point was
Secretary of the Interior Delano's refusal under similar circumstances to reopen the Maxwell case in .1871.54
Toward the end of the hearings Senator Dorsey wrote to Surveyor General Atkinson from Washington on April 26, 1878,
reiterating that Atkinson was wrong in ordering a new survey,
especially of the east and north lines of the Una de Gato. Admit"
ting that it may have been an error for Elkins and Marmon to
put the north line north of Eagle Tail and Tinaja mountains, the
line was properly on their summits, in his judgment. The east line
was Atkinson's major mistake; if he had been there as Dorsey had,
he would have seen that Sierra Grande was the main one of the
malpais hills called for by the grant and that they extended nearly
due south to the Don Carlos Hills, where the Una de Gato's southeast corner should be.
Atkinson, of course, would do as he saw fit, Dorsey said; but
he should be reminded that it was expressly agreed that the surveyors in the field were to be the final judges. Elkins, he wrote,
was right in ignoring Atkinson's instructions, and he sarcastically
hoped that Kingman and Morley would let the surveyor general
know if they had other affidavits to file in order that the case could
be closed. 55 Dorsey did not know whether Thomas Bentop Catron
wanted to put in any rebutting testimony or not. And he also said:
As for myself, I want nothing more to do with land grants. I
have been able to get all the experience in that line I want in a
short time and were it not for the money I have invested in improvements on this grant, it would receive no farther [sic] attention from
me. 56

When it appeared that his version of the Una de Gato would
be turned down, Senator Dorsey suddenly backed off from his
six-hundred-thousand-acre claim and deserted surveyors Elkins and
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Marmon as well. In a remarkable turnabout letter to Commissioner
Williamson on December 12, 1878, he piously pointed out that
"the party in the field" had ignored the surveyor general's instructions that would have limited the grant to less than one-hundredthousand acres (occupied by only two families) instead of nearly
six-hundred-thousand acres, including the habitations and improvements of more than fifty settlers.
Dorsey passed off his former support of the enlarged Elkins
and Marmon survey as "an entire misapprehension of the facts,"
and he denounced that survey as "one of the grossest wrongs ever
perpetrated on the Government as well as upon the settlers affected thereby." Specifically rejecting the north, east, and south
lines as rendered by Elkins, he said the survey and the reservation
of lands under it should be withdrawn at once. If Commissioner
Williamson expected a clarification of the incredible volte face,
he was disabused to read that the senator did not wish to discuss
the legalities of the grant (perhaps meaning its reduction to
twenty-two leagues or approximately ninety-six-thousand acres),
although he might want to be heard at a later time. 57
The sources do not clear up ambiguities or explain Dorsey's
sharp change of course. One is reduced to saying that something
scared him off-perhaps the stench of the whole business, although
land grant speculators tended to be of pretty strong stomach. Some
years later, after hehad weathered the Star Route fraud trial and
had become a ranching magnate in Colfax County, the admiring
Raton Range credited him with discovering the fraud and the
forgery, revealing it to the Department of Interior, and preventing
its further consideration in the Senate. 58 The editor misread the
facts. There is little reason to think that Dorsey would have rejected the six-hundred-thousand-acre claim if the grant opponents
had not pulled the rug out from under him, as it were.
In his official report of January 6, 1879, Surveyor General Atkinson expressed acceptance of the fraudulent character of the Una
de Gato grant, although he agreed with counsel Ellison on some
points. In his opinion the act of possession, Armijo's approval,
and the deed of transfer to Antonio MatIas Gomez were forgeries,
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but he did not reject the petition as one. The latter point, together
with his reference to much-imposed-upon Manuel A. Otero's acceptance of a limitation to twenty-two leagues, suggests that Atkinson thought the grant had some initial basis in fact, but in his
report he simply related his belief that it was a forgery.59
Atkinson's feeling that there was limited substance to the grant
is interesting in view of his approval of the boundaries set by Elkins
and Marmon for the adjacent Maxwell grant, which were widely
regarded as an extended fraud. Either way-a limited grant or
none at all-left the east boundary of the Maxwell, which was
east of Red River, undisturbed. The later Maxwell trouble grew
out of conflicting testimony about landmarks and place-names.
Perhaps it was inevitable that the Una de Gato dispute should
become entangled in broader controversies in the Territory of New
Mexico. The letters of sheepman Henry M. Arms and civil engineer Lewis Kingman, which prompted the 1878 investigation,
contained strong allegations of involvement by the so-called Santa
Fe Ring-a Republican-dominated cabal with heavy interests in
land grants. Kingman called it "Catron and Company," charging
it was behind the move to validate the Una de Gato through its
mouthpiece, Samuel Ellison. 60
Henry M. Arms let the cat out of the bag, so to speak, when he
wrote to Secretary of State William M. Evarts under date of October 5, 1877, asserting that a ring comprised of most of the federal
officials of the territory, with the recent acquisition of Senator
Dorsey, was trying to get his patented government land. 61
The same letter linked Governor Samuel B. Axtell with the
maneuver. Highly unpopular in antiring quarters, the governor
was accused of being a front man for Mormonism (he had been
governor of Utah briefly), and in the Una de Gato matter he was
accused of being affiliated with Dorsey in an attempt to acquire
the grant. But that was overwhelmed by the sensational Lincoln
County War and the strong criticism of Axtell's handling of it. 62
IWilliam M. Evarts' prominence in the fight against Boss Tweed
in New York may have encouraged the Santa Re Ring opponents
to seek his support against Dorsey and others, but his stance against
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bossism in New York was not resumed against the machine in
Santa Fe. The cabinet officer was close to some of the promoters
of the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway Company, who also were
in the ring. It was not likely that he would have opposed men for
whom he had written an opinion upholding the Maxwell title in
1870.63 Probably he would have been pro-Maxwell in a boundary
controversy with the Una de Gato, but other than that, there was
no reason to think he would be against the latter grant, short of
incontrovertible proof of fraud and forgery.
On January 7, 1879, Acting Commissioner J. M. Armstrong
ordered Surveyor General Atkinson to have the north and east
lines of the Una de Gato resurveyed in accordance with his original, limiting instructions to Elkins and Marmon. He advised
that land officers no longer should refuse filings outside those
boundaries. Armstrong reminded Atkinson that Dorsey, in his
letter of December 12, 1878, had relinquished claim to land outside
the smaller acreage. In fact he dropped pretense to the grant altogether, realizing he was hoist by his own petard; and he set about
retaining his control of much of the former Una de Gato range
by filing on 160-acre-waterhole tracts and purchasing established
ranches such as the Kingman place. 64
Although No. 94'S tenuous place on the map was practically
eradicated, Congress did not take action to formally close the
inquiry. Land office-approved surveys in 1879, 1880, and 1881
covered everything east of the Maxwell grant, and a General Land
Office map of New Mexico, published in 1879 and featuring land
grants and Indian reservations, showed no Una de Gato grant. In
his 1880 report, Surveyor General Atkinson listed it as a claim
against the public domain; and a Colfax County delinquent tax
list, published early that year, listed the grant for a total of
$663:00.65
Since it still awaited congressional decision, the Una de Gato
was included with the Maxwell, Mora, Vigil and St. Vrain, Sangre
de Cristo, and the Nolan No. 39 in a memorial to Congress,
offered to the New Mexico legislature, charging unlawful conversion of thousands of acres in New Mexico and Colorado to
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private use. The author of the memorial was the very active antigrant leader, O. P. McMains, who represented Colfax County in
the lower house of the territorial legislature in 1884 and whose
main object of attack 'was the Maxwell grant. The lawmakers
rejected the memorial, but McMains and others sent it to interested
persons in Washington anyway.66
Three years later in a widely publicized land grant Hareup, Surveyor General George W. Julian in his annual report (1887)
accused Senator Dorsey of illegally using the homestead and preemption laws to gain control of the Una de Gato land, which was
reserved from filing because Congress had not disposed of the
matter.67 That attack on land grants soon received wider attention
when Julian published his "Land Stealing in New Mexico" in
the North American Review, which brought a response in that
magazine written by Dorsey and entitled "Land Stealing in New
Mexico, A Rejoinder."68 But in that acrimonious exchange the
Una de Gato was but a speck in the general uproar. It had ceased
to be a significant factor. Officially it was left in a moribund state;
practically it was dead.
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